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Thalgo takes inspiration from traditional beauty routines
for their new Polynesia Spa Ritual, which includes Mahana
massage techniques and warm sand pouches for
body relaxation. Active ingredients include Algomonoi;
a hydrating and de-stressing combination of Tahitian
Monoi and brown algae. A fragrant candle and room spray
complete this beautiful experience.
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Balanced Energy
To meet the well-being needs of clients,
the Balanced Energy treatment ritual
uses six Mandalas (representing the six
elements) to help the client to recognise
the element they need to balance their
energy. This process relaxes the client
and brings them into a state of openness
where they can begin to receive the
healing they need; it also gives the
therapist an immediate insight into the
client's physical, mental and emotional
wellbeing without being intrusive.
The process is immediate because the
Mandalas are designed to be recognised
by the subconscious mind. The Balanced
Energy® philosophy holds the belief
that, ultimately, the client knows
subconsciously what their body needs for
balance and wellbeing.
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The role of the therapist is to
determine what it is the client needs by
extracting this information and then
using their knowledge and skills to
facilitate the client's healing. The most
important part of supporting the client
is to acknowledge the harmonious
and positive attributes of the element
chosen (rather than the traditional way
of focusing on the excessive or deficient
imbalances) so that the client can move
easily into a balanced state.
True healing and balance can only
be achieved if the energy behind the
treatments and products is in harmony
with the laws of nature and the universe,
and made in a respectful and caring way.
Science tells us that everything in the
universe is made up of particles of energy
vibrating at different frequencies, and
this underlying truth is the answer to a
healthy, balanced and harmonious life.

and meridians, helpful for times of
transition, nurturing, peaceful, soothes
anxiety. The sensuous scents of ylang
ylang, rose geranium and earthy,
grounding vetiver balanced with a citrus
hint of lemon make this an exotic, earthy
blend for balancing emotions and
hormones.

Wings of Joy, Element of Air or Metal
Lightness of being
Lifts depression or sadness, opens up
creative expression, throat and sacral
energy centre, relating in a playful way,
flexibility, strength of identity. Heady,
cleansing frankincense is lifted to new
heights with the citrus scents of Palma
Rosa and may chang. This blend opens
the lungs, uplifts the spirits and is great
for balancing the skin.

Assists with emotional balance, solar plexus
and third eye energy centres, courage,
deep calm, detoxification, cleansing and
vital life force energy. An age old remedy,
lavender, is given a new spicy twist with
the addition of Australian eucalyptus
radiata and coriander. Soothing, calming,
relaxing and emotionally stabilising.

Emerging Spirit, Element of Wood
See the truth
Heartbeat of the Mother, Element of Earth Clears away anger and frustration, aids
decisiveness, father issues, instills
Align with the new
patience and a sense of timing, strong
Grounding, balances all energy centres
beauty

Pure Heart Pure Mind, Element of Fire
Focus mind and heart
Motivation, assists focus in meditation,
clears old patterns, opens heart to
compassion and brings peace. Fruity,
aromatic and deep emerald green Great
Barrier Island manuka oil is softened
with rosemary and spiced by ginger for a
deliciously warm, sociable blend; deeply
cleansing and focusing for the mind.

Unity, Element of Macrocosm
Microcosmic connection
Unity symbolises all the elements working
together in perfect unison. Beautifully
fragrant, this secret blend of oils carries
the magical quality of all the elements
working together in perfect harmony.
Like the collective fragrance of a warm,
garden breeze these oils blend
Path of no Resistance, Element of Water synergistically to produce the scent we
call Unity.
Go with the flow

The Six Mandalas
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connection to purpose. Australian
sandalwood blended with pine and lifted
by bergamot makes this one of our most
popular blends. Soothing for dry cracked
skin and for the temperament too.

The founders of Balanced Energy
began making their Six Element Energy
Essences and Mandalas five years ago.
Each of the six elements has its own
unique essential oils and flower, gem and
crystal essences all of which are then
blended into massage oils, body balms,
mists, salts, candles, soaps and much
more. Balanced Energy products have
been specifically developed for the
modern beauty and spa environment and
are made using pure, natural, certified
organic ingredients.
Article supplied by Beauty, Spa and Wellbeing.

